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1. Introduction
The United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs estimates that by 2050 the world’s
population will have increased by over 2.1 billion people (UN DESA, 2019). Providing housing and
infrastructure for them would essentially require building an amount equivalent to what currently
exists. It is simply not possible to build in the future the way we do today. To appropriately confront
the urgency of the environmental crisis, the building industry faces three immediate challenges:
1) reducing pollution, particularly embodied carbon emissions; 2) slowing the depletion of natural
resources; and 3) minimizing waste production. The first challenge refers foremost to embodied
emissions (De Wolf et al., 2013, 2016, 2017). The second challenge asks for a reduction in the demand
of material used by the building sector, since currently 40% of global resource consumption results
in the disappearance of essential virgin materials (OECD, 2018). The third challenge centers on what
is wasted during and after construction. In the European Union, 25-30% of all waste produced by
humans comes from construction and demolition (EC, 2018).
2. Strategies and Necessities for Change
Based on the arguments above, it should be abundantly clear that we need to change the way we design
and build structures and that collective efforts are required.
One sensible approach is to design structures with much longer life spans, which can resist a wider
range of loads and can be used for multiple functions. The philosophy here is to avoid demolition and
the associated end-of-life waste. For buildings to retain their value, they should be designed to be more
flexible and adaptable to avoid obsolescence (Cheshire, 2016).
An alternative approach is to achieve improvements for the impact of construction by designing
structures that use fewer materials, allow more sustainable materials and are easier to recycle (De
Wolf et al., 2016). Such structures are lighter and can be more easily disassembled when obsolete. This
approach, however, challenges engineers and architects to rethink the way structures are designed and
to strive for more efficient, less wasteful construction methods.
This section presents a) the principles that allow the realization of this latter approach, as well as b)
the tools that the Block Research Group (BRG) at ETH Zurich has developed in pursuit of feasible
solutions for practice:
a) Strength through Geometry and Material Effectiveness
“Strength through Geometry” means achieving structural performance by harnessing the power of
well-thought-out structural design. Efficient structural forms, such as shells or vaults, can significantly
reduce the required structural volume by placing material only where needed, i.e. by following the
flow of forces for all loading cases. In particular, the use of funicular (i.e. compression-only) forms
can, even with reduced structural sections, also significantly reduce stress concentrations thanks to
their ability to uniformly distribute the load across their section, furthermore enabling the use of
weaker and thus more sustainable materials (Ashby, 2013; Habert & Roussel, 2009).
Structural geometry also usually means a clearer understanding of the force-flow by the designer,
who can thus separate compression and tension or strategically discretize the structure to control the
structural behavior. This separation increases longevity and improves recyclability: easier access to the
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components to be corrected for corrosion, fire, etc. better facilitates their inspection and replacement,
and single-material systems allow us to easily discern material for recycling at a structure’s end of life.
However, the geometry of a structure cannot be separated from its materialization: specific structural
forms are more congenial to or even require specific materials; that is, certain materials should be used
with certain geometries. Usually, engineers focus on material efficiency; in doing so, they often forget
“material effectiveness”. In other words, structural design often centers on the idea of optimizing the
amount of material (efficiency), sometimes without questioning if that material is the right one for that
application (effectiveness). We need to use a material for what it is good for.
Concrete is a good example of this. Depending on loading and boundary conditions, large parts
of reinforced concrete elements do not contribute to the performance of the structure and are just
additional dead load. One could question if, for spanning elements working in bending, reinforced
concrete is indeed the right material and if other materials or structural systems should be adopted.

Figure 01: Mapungubwe Interpretive Centre, South Africa, 2008 and Rippmann Floor System prototype, 2016. The
museum’s tile vaults in soil-pressed tiles or the stiffened shell floor prototype are both thin, unreinforced structures
using low-carbon-intensive material in very different contexts: soil-pressed tiles and concrete with a high percentage of
recycled content. (Photos: Iwan Baan and Nick Krouwel)

b) Computational Design and Digital Fabrication
Achieving strength through geometry requires the structural designer to regain control of the geometry
during the design process. Geometry is the universal language that connects the different fields of our
industry, but in order to control it, traditional design tools are no longer sufficient, and new solutions
are needed for both the design and analysis of structures. More importantly, the design process
needs to change radically and to encapsulate structural constraints (and ideally many others, such
as mechanical, fabrication, or construction constraints) from the start; the typical linear and iterative
approach is no longer possible or even feasible!
Advanced analysis, design and drafting software are already available and in continuous development
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(such as Grasshopper or Dynamo and their numerous plug-ins). However, in research as well as in
practice, time and resources are wasted on connecting these software and setting up digital pipelines
that often need to be completely reconstructed for each new project. The challenges for our industry
to improve its impact dramatically are too big to be continuously reinventing the wheel. Instead, we
need to join forces and work together to achieve a new status quo, sharing best-practice experiences in
computational strategies. The Block Research Group’s response to this is COMPAS, an open-source
computational framework for collaboration and research in architecture, engineering, fabrication and
construction (AEFC) (Van Mele et al., 2017).

A: https://www.dropbox.com/s/3mio6snuk00jav2/HiLo_109_6J0A2753_Naida-Iljazovic.JPG?dl=0.
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B: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ecdoj3gom20u74e/HiLo_003_DSC_0102_Michael-Lyrenmann.jpg?dl=0.
Figure 02: NEST HiLo concrete shell prototype, ETH Zurich, 2017. The extremely thin concrete shell was cast on
a flexible, fully reusable formwork system, getting its efficiency through the use of a pre-stressed cable-net. (Photos:
Naida Iljazovic and Michael Lyrenmann)

To facilitate the interaction and exchange between researchers and practitioners from various fields in the
AEFC industry, and the adoption and integration of the tools, expertise and methods of their respective
academic or professional communities, the computational core of COMPAS is designed to be entirely
independent of CAD software and (FEA) analysis tools. It provides flexible and robust data structures,
numerical solvers, geometry processing tools, topology algorithms, robotics fundamentals, extensive file
format support and transparent wrapping mechanisms for state-of-the-art external libraries that can be used
to tackle a wide variety of problems related to virtually every aspect of the modern AEFC development
process. Furthermore, through a unified scripting API and flexible serialization and data persistence
mechanisms, the core functionality of COMPAS can be easily and consistently implemented crossplatform, not only in tools such as Rhino, Grasshopper, and Blender but also in distributable standalone
applications and even cloud-based web apps.
Architecture lags behind other industries not only on the computational side (McKinsey, 2015), but also
on the fabrication side. The means and methods of today’s construction industry are substantially similar
to those applied more than one hundred years ago. This affects productivity, quality, and waste production,
especially for non-standard structures, such as structurally optimized geometries that need more efficient
shaping strategies for their realization. Typically, the production of complex building components is slow
and wasteful, but opportunities exist in digital fabrication technology including full-scale 3D printing,
robotic assembly, or 3D knitting that offer fast, versatile and less wasteful means of automated architectural
production (Rippmann et al., 2018, 2019).
Digital fabrication not only improves precision and quality, but it can also enhance productivity and
engagement of labor (Orr, 2019). The smart input of digital fabrication strategies simplifies logistics and
makes building sites more efficient. It may also enhance work options and opportunities for workers,
giving them more interesting, engaging or challenging tasks.
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A: https://www.dropbox.com/s/6di9m2e3nceyk16/10_IMG_1500_Maria_Verhulst.jpg?dl=0

B: https://www.dropbox.com/s/a56l9bjg0yifzuy/Knit%20Candela-Angelica%20Ibarra-7.jpg?dl=0
Figure 03: KnitCandela, Mexico City, 2018 - BRG and ZHCODE with R-Ex. A lightweight 3D-knitted formwork
offered a fast, extremely cheap and waste-free stay-in-place formwork for a concrete shell, finished by local Mexican
workers. Photos: Maria Verhulst and Angélica Ibarra)
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3. Conclusion
As the gravity of warnings concerning global warming and the health of our planet increases, we can
no longer ignore the building industry’s contribution to the crisis, nor can we continue to build in the
same way we have for the last 100+ years, willfully ignoring the pollution and wastefulness caused
by this model.
This short paper is meant as a ‘call to action’ for a better way of designing and building structures:
we need to collectively work on new solutions to meet the environmental goals. Our architecture
and structural engineering courses need to be revised to teach historic, often forgotten principles that
value design acumen over material strength and to include more computation and digital fabrication
skills. Our building codes need to change and equip engineers with tools to design more innovative
structures.
The Block Research Group’s research shows that when combined with the necessary computational
and digital fabrication tools, principles like “strength through geometry” and “material effectiveness”
can offer new opportunities to change our industry. However, many more strategies are needed for
different contexts.
Finally, no change is possible if it is confined within the walls of a research institute and is not embraced
by practitioners, contractors and developers. Whether it is for an iconic structure (such as a doubly
curved, continuous shell roof) or one of the most common structural elements (such as a structural
slab), architects, engineers, contractors, clients and developers, must investigate, adopt and promote
more sustainable design choices. We have just about a decade to make a significant change! (IPCC,
2018).
Note
This paper is a summary of the paper by P. Block, T. Van Mele, M. Rippmann, F. Ranaudo, C. Calvo,
and N. Paulson, “Redefining Structural Art: Strategies, necessities and opportunities”, published
in The Structural Engineer in January 2020. Through full-scale, built research demonstrators by the
Block Research Group at ETH Zurich, this essay presents strategies, based on advances in computational
structural design and digital fabrication, to take on these challenges, offering opportunities for a
necessary disruptive change.
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